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From the depths of the heavens to the earth, the Astronomical League of the Philippines helped
celebrate National Astrononomy Week 2014 with a fine opening session at the Manila Planetarium in
Luneta. € James Kevin Ty

Jupiter-Moon Viewing

CLUB NEWS
February Meeting
Last February 9, members of the
Astronomical League of the Philippines (ALP)
held their monthly meeting at the Manila
Planetarium. Members who attended were
ALP President James Kevin Ty, wife Chat and
son Kendrick Cole (KC); VP Jett Aguilar;
Secretary Christopher Louie Lu; Treasurer
Andrew Ian Chan; Auditor Edgar Ang; Per
Edman; Justine Garcia; Edge Lat; Marie
Avenir; Mark Ian Singson; Ronald Sison;
Norman Marigza; and, Bel Pabunan.
ALP NAW Chairman Andrew Ian Chan (above)
then discussed ALP's final preparations and
plans for the Feb 16-22, 2014 National
Astronomy Week. Aside from 6 lecturers,
there will also be a solar observation and
night time stargazing session on February 16
at SM Mall of Asia, San Miguel by the Bay,
and February 22 at Rajah Sulayman Park.

The meeting started at around 3:30 p.m. with
ALP Secretary Christopher Louie Lu (above)
giving a talk entitled “Celestial Navigation:
Finding Your Way Through the Night Sky”. He
talked about the tools used by astronomers,
such as the naked eye, binoculars, and
telescopes, to help him or her navigate the
night sky.
Also discussed were how to measure the sky
with your hands, as well as the different
celestial coordinate systems. In the end, he
also
discussed
using
some
basic
constellations as finders to locate other
nearby constellations.

The meeting ended at around 5:30 p.m.
Afterwards, some of the ALPers proceeded to
Robinson's Place, Ermita, to have their 3rd ALP
AstroKapihan for the year 2014 at Coffee
Bean Cafe. - James Kevin Ty & Christopher
Louie Lu

Veritas Parochial School in Paranaque City
had a Moon-Jupiter Free Telescope Viewing
conducted by Gary Andreassen, with Mellissa
R. Espiritu and Irving Raymundo on Feb. 14. Gary Andreassen
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Breaking News
Earth from Mars
Except for a few scientists, no one knew the
Mars rover would be taking this picture of
the Earth-Moon system on Jan. 31st:

Scientists have also used the image
(courtesy of P. Kalas, University of California,
and ESA/NASA) to calculate the path of a
planet, Fomalhaut b, as it makes its away
around the star. It turns out that the planet's
2,000-year elliptical orbit takes it three times
closer to Fomalhaut than previously thought,
and its eccentric path could send it plowing
through the rock and ice contained in the
debris field. The resulting collision, if it
happens, could occur around the year 2032,
suggests astronomer Paul Kalas of the
University of California at Berkeley –
National Geographic

Horsehead Nebula
This Hubble Space Telescope shot of the
Horsehead Nebula, released April 19, was
taken in celebration of the telescope's 23rd
anniversary. Pictured in infrared wavelengths
for the first time, the Horsehead is part of
the larger constellation of Orion.

Mission controllers used the left eye of
Curiosity's Mast Camera (Mastcam) to
capture the scene about 80 minutes after
local sunset in the Dingo Gap. Our planet
was the brightest thing in the darkening
Martian sky. A human observer with normal
vision, if standing on Mars, would have easily
seen Earth and the Moon as two distinct
"evening stars." The distance to Earth when
Curiosity took the photo was about 158
million km. - NASA

Fomalhaut
The star called Fomalhaut and its
surrounding disk of debris have made
astronomers sit up and take notice. That's
because this picture, released January 8 by
the Hubble Space Telescope, reveals that
the debris field—made of ice, dust, and
rocks—is wider than previously thought,
spanning an area 22.5 to 32 billion
kilometers around the star.

The Chandra X-ray Observatory has been
observing Cen A since 1999, just after the
space telescope came online. Scientists
have found that point-like X-ray sources in
Cen A fall into two groups. The X-ray sources
come from a system where either a black
hole or neutron star is siphoning gas from a
companion star.
"These compact objects form by the collapse
of massive stars, with black holes resulting
from heavier stars than neutron stars," NASA
officials said. "The results suggested that
nearly all of the compact objects [neutron
stars or black holes] had masses that fell
into two categories: either less than twice
that of the sun, or more than five times as
massive as the sun. These two groups
correspond to neutron stars and black
holes." - Space.com

Observing Reports
The nebula is relatively close—just 1,500
light-years from Earth—which makes it a
favorite for space photography that focuses
on the formation of new stars. - National
Geographic

Moon
Feb. 15. The night’s full Moon, captured at
around 7:55 p.m.

Centaurus A
NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory gathered
data that was used to create the new photo
of the galaxy Centaurus A, located about 12
million light-years from Earth. The spacebased observatory collected the data from
1999 to 2012, but the space agency
released the photo on Feb. 6.
While the black hole jet is a prominent
feature, the picture also shows what
scientists think to be the leftovers of a
collision between Centaurus A (Cen A for
short) and a smaller galaxy millions of years
ago. The "dust lane" that wraps around the
middle of Cen A could be the remains of the
incorporated galaxy.
In this image at right, the lowest-energy Xrays Chandra detects are in red, while the
medium-energy X-rays are green, and the
highest-energy ones are blue.

- Raymund Sarmiento
Feb. 7. The sky this evening was clear,
allowing me to image the Quarter Moon with
the famous Lunar X marking. It was located
near the terminator area beside crater
Werner ( p. 41).
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Imaged with a Canon EOS 500D on TV-101
refractor with 2x Televue Big Barlow. 1/125
sec exposure at ISO 400 and f/18.
Feb. 12. The sky this evening was hazy and
seeing condition was poor. I tested the
modified Canon EOS 1000D DSLR on the
waxing gibbous Moon through the TV-101
refractor. As expected, because of the Baader
filter replacement on the original Canon UV-IR
filter, the image was reddish so I modified it
to what color it should be.
I imaged some impact crater ray regions such 101 refractor again. I imaged the waning
as Tycho (above), Copernicus and Kepler gibbous Moon (99%) through the refractor at
(below).
full disk as well as test out the ZWO
ASI120MM webcam with the Televue 5x
Powermate since the seeing looked ok,
although not that sharp because of average
seeing.

I also got to do 1 close-up image of the I also took some shots of Mare Humorum and
Schickard crater region with the ZWO Serenitatis region (below) as well.
ASI120MM with double stacked 2x Barlow
lens (below).

Well, it's still a nice feeling to image the lunar
features despite fair seeing condition.
Feb. 13. The sky tonight was hazy with fair
condition. I proceeded to image the Moon
with the ZWO ASI120MM webcam on my TV101 refractor.

Feb. 15. The sky this evening was good. I
initially tried to test the 8" SCT for use at
National Astronomy Week, but the collimation Copernicus crater
was real off, so I opted to use my trusty TV- - James Kevin Ty
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On Feb. 21, the Sun presented a very nice
spotted face with several sunspot groups near
the middle of the disk. Seeing was also quite
nice during that afternoon, which lent for a
great imaging opportunity.

Sun
Feb. 13.

AR 1981, AR 1986, and AR 1987 had
increased in spot count while decreasing in
area. AR 1982 had slightly decayed. AR 1989
was slowly growing. Finally, returning for a
third appearance, AR 1990 (formerly AR
1944 and AR 1967) was growing, and
released an X-class flare as it rose over the
eastern limb.
Feb. 27. This morning was clear but still hazy.
However, I was surprised to see multiple
AR 1971 had slightly grown while AR 1973 active regions since I last observed our local
was decaying. AR 1974 was growing while star. Could this be the start of the highly
The above was taken with an 800 mm f/8
also giving off M-class flares. Both AR 1976 anticipated Solar Maximum?
mirror-lens with a 2x tele-extender at 1/1000
and AR 1977 had remained stable. Imaged
sec at ISO 3200.
with a Canon 450d on Celestron Powerseeker
80EQ f/11. 1/4000 sec on ISO 100 with
The following day, Feb. 22, the spots were
Baader solar filter, density 3.8.
more spread out along the central meridian,
but AR 1987 was now coming in from the
limb:

Our local star was now peppered with
numerous sunspot groups. AR 1981, AR
1982, and AR 1984 were about to set on the
southwest limb, followed closely by AR 1988.
AR 1987, AR 1990, AR 1991, AR 1992, and
AR 1993 were all growing. Most sunspot
groups were emitting C-class flares so solar An H-alpha image of the Sun during the same
activity considerably picked up.
time revealed a lot more – lots of dark
filaments (which are prominences viewed
against the brighter disk of the Sun) and a
few prominences on the limb.
Feb. 25.

- Christopher Louie Lu
The Sun continued to be interesting, but not
so active as it would normally be during a
sunspot maximum. Observing it during this
unusually cold winter had been a challenge
but there were a few days when the Sun
Imaged with a Coronado SolarMax 60.
would be out.
Composite of two images ( p. 43).
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Feb. 28 was another sunny day before the
approach of winter storm Titan.

AR11967 imaged with a ZWO ZSI120MM
webcam on Coronado PST H and 2x Barlow
lens.

In H-alpha, the two umbral cores of AR 1991
were “connected” and could presage more
activity in the following days. This active
region was close to a bigger umbral core –
AR 1992. Near the middle of the Sun’s disk
was a long dark filament. There were also
lots of prominences around the limb of the
sun. – Jun Lao
Feb. 2. The sky this morning was slightly
hazy but seeing condition was very good. I
was now losing observing time as the Sun
was now starting to rise slightly to the
northeast every day, cutting out my imaging
time to less than 30 minutes.
Adding to this frustration was the tall
building totally obstructing my eastern
window view, so I have no choice but to
savor as much solar imaging sessions
before I get totally obstructed in a month or
two.
AR11967 was starting to get larger as the
central region of this group had grown more
complex, making this group even more of a
joy to observe and image. AR11968 was
also growing in size but did not compare
much to AR11967 in beauty. Something
went wrong with my full disk images this
morning as I can't find the files I imaged.

Full disk imaged with a Canon EOS 500D on
TV-101 refractor with 2x Televue Big Barlow
and Baader Solar Filter 3.8. 1/2000 sec
exposure at ISO 400 and f/18.

AR11968
I only got to image AR11967 in H due to
my roof obstruction, but did see some nice
prominences.
Feb. 5. Finally! After more than 2 days of not
being able to image the Sun, I had some
clear skies to record AR11967’s growth.
After some small patches of clouds
separated from the Sun, I got to image it in
white light. It had grown larger since
February 2. AR11968, on the other hand,
also grew in size. I ran out of time to image
the Sun in full disk as well as in H
wavelength.

AR11967

AR11967

AR11968
Feb. 7. The sky this morning was very good
and seeing was excellent. AR11967 (below)
continued to decay while AR11968
continued to grow, but unfortunately both
were about to exit the western limb.

AR11968

AR 11967. Imaged with a ZWO ASI120MM
webcam on TV-101 refractor with doublestacked 2x Barlow lens, INTES Herschel
wedge, and B+W ND 0.9 and Baader Solar
Continuum filter.

Feb. 6. The sky this morning was hazy while
seeing condition was fair. AR11967 was
starting to decay, especially on the bridge
section of this group. AR11968 continued to
grow, but both groups were nearing the
western limb and will exit in 2-3 more days.
New AR11974 was emerging from the
eastern limb.

( p. 44).
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AR11967

AR11968
AR11968
Feb. 13. The sky this morning was hazy with
fair seeing. It's now getting harder and
harder for me to conduct solar imaging
session as the Sun gets blocked by the tall
building in front of my observing window.
After that, I will again be able to observe the
Sun around mid-August. AR11974 was a
very beautiful large group while both
AR11976 and 11977 continued to grow in
length & size.

AR11968

AR 11974
Feb. 9. The sky this morning was hazy while
seeing condition was fair. I had a lot of
problems and frustrations this session with
software glitch and freezing. I got to fix the
problem but that wasted a lot of my precious
solar observing time, thus, I was only able to
image AR11967 and AR11968 in white light
before they would exit the western limb.
I hope these 2 groups would still survive
another rotation for us to observe and image
again in about 2 weeks.

AR11974

AR11976

AR11974
Feb. 8. The sky this morning was hazy and
seeing was fair. Both AR11967 and
AR11968 continued decaying further and
nearing the western limb. AR11974
continued to grow.

AR11977
- James Kevin Ty

AR11967
AR11967

Feb. 2. I was trying to catch up with my
backlog of solar images to process but here
are two images I took of the large beautiful
sunspot AR1967. The smaller sunspot
AR1968 was also visible in the sunrise
image ( p. 45).
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AR1967 in white light
AR1967 with flare in H-alpha
Sunrise with huge sunspot AR1967 and
smaller sunspot AR1968 imaged with a
Canon 50D with Canon 100-400 mm EFL lens
(unfiltered) at 400 mm with 2x Canon
extender. 1/6400 sec at ISO 100 and f/36.

Feb. 5. Seeing was very bad today when I
imaged the huge sunspot AR1967. Sunspot
AR1968 had also grown significantly since
yesterday. Both sunspots were showing
activity.

AR1967 in hydrogen alpha, imaged with a
DMK31AU03 on Lunt 100 mm/B1800 H
alpha telescope and 2.5x Powermate Barlow.

AR1967 imaged with a DMK 31AU03 on
Takahashi TSA 102, 3x Televue Barlow, and
Baader Herschel Wedge.
Feb. 3. I was able to image the huge sunspot
AR1967 in 3 wavelengths: white light, H-alpha
and CaK. AR1967 had gotten still bigger as it
crossed the meridian. I used a Takahashi TSA
102, a Herschel wedge, a Baader CaK line
filter, a 3x TV Barlow and a DMK31AUO2
AR1967 in CaK light
camera.

Whole disk Sun in H imaged with a
DMK51AUO2.AS camera on a Lunt 100
T/Hwith a 0.5x reducer.

I also imaged the Sun setting into the trees Feb. 4. At around 04:04 UT I was able to
with active regions AR1968 & AR1967 image a flare from AR1967, using my Lunt
100 mm H-alpha solarscope.
(below).
This huge sunspot (below, in white light)
continued to put a fantastic show for solar
imagers even in white light.
AR1967 in white light (above) and in
H(below).

AR1967
( p. 46).
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AR1968 in white light (above) and H (below)

AR1967 in H

Jupiter
Feb. 1. We had a powerful tropical storm this
morning - fortunately, no serious damage
here in Cebu. The tropical storm seemed to
have wiped away all our bad seeing here.
Seeing was incredible this evening.
Unfortunately, I had to deal with dew, which
was a bit frustrating at times!

AR1968 in white light (above) and H (below).
Note the prominence on the limb of the Sun
in the H image below.

AR1968 and AR1967 in CaK
Feb. 7. My solar images of the outgoing huge
sunspots AR1967 (below) and AR1968 taken
late afternoon yesterday. Seeing was poor.

- Dr. Jett Aguilar, Quezon City

Red Oval BA was prominent in these images
( p. 47).
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Note the dark thick ring around Oval BA and
its complex wake. Note also the dark line of
dark materials that was coming from the
Great Red Spot (GRS) going to Oval BA. The
South Equatorial Belt (SEB) showed the wake
of the GRS.

Seeing was excellent later in the evening.

There were some outbreaks in the North
Equatorial Belt (NEB). The NEB was still dark
red. The North Temperate Belt (NTB) looked
quiet. White spots could be seen up to both
polar regions, including the reddish spot on
the South Polar Region (SPR).
Feb. 2. I had a crazy evening. I finally figured
out how to make the Flexi Dew Shield of my
C14 stay put, but while trying to install it, I
somehow hit my Bob's knobs and to my
horror, collimation was way off! I had to
spend almost an hour recollimating my scope.
Dew was still a problem but the dew shield
really helped!

The NNTZ LRS was still red while the deep red
feature to its south had broken up.
Feb. 3. I had imaged earlier this evening.
Unfortunately, seeing was so bad that after
initial processing, I gave up.

The wake of the GRS was very complex. Oval
BA had a pale orange color; NEB was very
complex; also seen was the SPR red spot.
Feb. 4. Seeing was excellent this evening!

Seeing was excellent. After imaging, I spent
some time doing a visual observation on the
M82 supernova, which was still very bright!
Io’s shadow was moving out of Jupiter. The
SEB was very dark in this area preceding the
GRS.
Jupiter's new red spot, Red Spot Z, was still
very pale in color, but this spot had become
very bright in Methane band - even brighter
than the North North Temperate Zone Little
Red Spot (NNTZ LRS). The NEB was very
active with a lot of outbreaks. The NTB had
some complex activity.

Page 48
This was the area preceding the GRS. The Note the triple white spots on the NTBn close
SEB looked very complex. The NEB was also to the central meridian (CM).
very active. The NNTZ LRS could be seen
rising on the left.
Feb. 9. I did not expect to get an image this
evening.
Feb. 6. Had bad lack yesterday when it was
cloudy, and missed imaging the GRS. I had to
image a little late today because I had some
kids who wanted to use the telescope. These
were 3 year old triplets, sons of a family friend
who were very interested in astronomy. They
even wore astronaut costumes when they
came. Seeing was excellent today.
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It was cloudy most of the day and forecast
was rain, but the sky cleared at around 9 p.m.
local time so I was able to grab some images.
Seeing was okay. Io could be seen transiting
Jupiter's SEB. The three red spots were
visible. The GRS was rising on the southwest.
The new Red Spot Z was at the CM and had a
pale reddish color. The NNTZ LRS was
prominent. Note the dark red barges to its
south.
Feb. 10. It was mostly cloudy today. I had a
short break on Jupiter. Seeing was excellent.
Unfortunately, the sky became overcast and I
was unable to capture with Methane Band
and UV.

This was my first decent capture of the Great
Red Spot (GRS). The region around the GRS
was very busy and complex. The halo of the
GRS had a yellowish color.
The South Tropical Zone (STrZ) had a
yellowish/orange tinge.
The GRS was
resolved. Note the dark center and hint of the
vortex arms. Reddish material seemed to be
spilling over from the GRS to both sides of the
STrZ. The NEB looked dark and narrow.

Caught a double shadow transit this evening.
The small shadow is Europa's shadow while
the bigger one is Callisto's. Note Callisto's
shadow showed both the umbra and
penumbra. Red Oval BA had a pale orange
color and was between the two shadows.
The SEB was very complex. The NEB was
quiet in this region.

Feb. 14. I wasn't expecting any images today.
It was totally overcast! At around 9 p.m.,
there was a small break in the clouds in the
area of Jupiter. I just went ahead and took an
image.
I was only able to capture some RGB
sequence. Seeing was excellent despite the
poor transparency ( p. 49).
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Note the dark spots on the STrZ, which
seemed to be coming from the GRS. The NEB
was quiet in this region.
Feb. 16. Seeing was excellent this evening
but I had to deal with intermittent clouds.

There were 3 red spots on Valentine's Day.
The GRS was rising on the left; Red Spot Z
was past the CM; and the NNTZ LRS was
setting on the upper right. The area preceding
the GRS had some complex activity.
Two dark barges were still following the NNTZ
LRS. The area of the NTB below the left barge
was interesting.
Feb. 15. It was clear today. Seeing was a
little unstable because of the strong winds.

The GRS was setting on these images. Note
the very bright outbreak following the GRS.
This feature was very bright both in CH4 and
UV! The wake of the GRS was very complex.
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The SEB looked complex. Note the dark
barges on the SEBs. There was a bright
outbreak on the NEBs/EZ which seemed to be
associated with a festoon. This outbreak was
bright in UV and Methane Band.
Feb. 18. I had a late imaging session this
evening because we had a stargazing session
at University of San Carlos. This area was
close to the area I imaged 2 days ago.

The Red Spot Z can be seen close to the CM.
The new red spot still had a faint red color.
The NNTZ LRS could be seen in the north.
The GRS was rising on the left. Note the light
feature on the SEB seemed to be approaching
the GRS. I wonder what this feature is. There
was some activity on the NTBn.
Unfortunately, I couldn't do any CH4 or UV
images because of poor transparency. I'm
leaving for Manila tomorrow to give two
Note the NEB outbreak which seemed to not workshops on planetary imaging. Hope to be
be as active compared to two days ago. The back imaging on Saturday.
SEB continued to be very complex.
Feb. 19. Looking at the images tonight, one
might think that I had perfect conditions.
However, conditions were far from perfect.
Transparency was very poor because of thin
clouds despite the excellent seeing
conditions.

The NEB was dark and narrow. Some
outbreaks could be seen. Note the bright
spots congregating on the NTB. Was this
outbreak similar to the powerful outbreak in
2007?
Feb. 23. I'm back from my short trip to Manila.
Seeing was good this evening but
transparency was variable because of moving
clouds. This made imaging a bit frustrating.
The Red Oval BA could be seen just past the
CM. The center of oval BA was still white.
The color was a bit pale.

THE SECOND ROUND:
After processing my first set of images, I went
out and saw Jupiter out of the clouds! I
couldn't resist going on a second round with
the GRS at the CM. Transparency was a little
better than earlier but it still wasn't great
while seeing was excellent!

I could only use less than half my usual frame
rate with full gain. This was derotation to the
rescue!
I just doubled the usual RGB
sequence I take and derotated all these
images!

The GRS was at the CM. Note the white spot
at the 2 o’clock position of the GRS. The GRS
was well resolved. Note the dark core and
some hint of the vortex arms. The wake of
the GRS was complex with some outbreaks
close by. The STrZ had a yellowish tinge. The
Individually, each image was very grainy but STrZ around the GRS also looked a bit
after derotation, I got these excellent images! disturbed.

( p. 51)
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The bright feature in the SEB preceding the
GRS was very prominent. The GRS had a
strong reddish color. The STrZ around the
GRS had some light orange coloring.
Note the bright feature next to the bluish
cloud on the STrZ preceding the GRS. The
NEB was dark and narrow with a lot of rifts.
This day was the 8th anniversary of my
discovery of the Red Oval BA!
Feb. 25.
evening.

Condition was excellent this

The large dark shadow was that of
Ganymede. The SEB looked complex. There
were outbreaks erupting in the NEB.
Feb. 24. I had a very frustrating evening. It
was clear all day today but at around the
prime time to image Jupiter, clouds started to
roll in. I had to image during breaks in the
clouds. The first two color images were single
RGBs while the last two were derotated.

The Red Spot Z continued to have a faint
reddish color. What was interesting was the
NTB outbreak. It was not as bright as last
week.
One thing interesting was that this feature
didn’t show up in CH4! In fact, some areas of
this feature were DARK in CH4.

Oval BA was slowly approaching the GRS.
The wake of the GRS was very complex.
Volcanic Io was well resolved on the SEB.
There was a bright rift on the NEB ( p. 52).
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Feb. 26. Seeing was excellent this evening. I
was able to image after the sky cleared. It
was very cloudy earlier in the evening. The
NNTZ LRS was prominent in these images. It
had a strong red color with a hint of the white
center, surrounded by some dark clouds.

Red Spot Z still had a pale reddish color, but This affected the image quality (images left)
bright in Methane band and dark in UV. The as vibration was very bad with my mount.
SEB was very complex. Note the bluish streak
on the STB, and little dark spots on the STrZ. Oval BA could be seen setting on the first
image. The SEB looked very complex with a
lot of dark ovals on the SEBs/STrZ. The NEB
looked very narrow. - Christopher Go, Cebu

Milky Way
Winter Milky Way

Total exposure of 22 minutes and 59 seconds
at ISO 800 (2 subexposures). Taken January
23 with a Pentax K-x DSLR and an 18-55mm
lens set to 18mm f/5 mounted on a Vixen
Polarie star tracker.
Milky Way at daybreak (Venus is the bright
'star' just above the roof).

Single 62-second exposure at ISO 1600.
Taken Feb. 27 with a Pentax Kx dslr and a 1855mm kit lens at 18mm f/5. – Oliver Abrigo
de Guzman

Omega Centauri

Single 30-second exposure at ISO 6400,
uncropped, taken on February 24, 2014 with
a Pentax K-x dslr and a 200mm f/4 lens
mounted on a Vixen Polarie star tracker. Oliver Abrigo de Guzman
Feb. 28. It was a bit windy this evening.
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NGC 2440 is a planetary nebula that resides
Reprocessed image of the Horsehead Nebula along the star-rich central plane of the Milky
Way in the constellation Puppis. It is quite
and the Flame Nebula:
bright for a planetary nebula and glows at
magnitude 11. It is another interesting
example of what stars look like in their death
throes. Some stars end up exploding like a
firecracker and are called a nova. Other stars
do not quite explode but rather puff up like
popcorn and get called planetary nebulae,
though they really have nothing planetary
about them. HD62166 is one of the hottest
white dwarf stars known and is the central
star that remains after the main sequence
star casts off its outer layer of gas. - John
Nassr, Baguio
Total exposure of 61 minutes (85
subexposures) taken with a Pentax K-x and an
Orion ST80 refractor mounted on a Meade
LXD5, with subexposures taken on November
& December 2013.

Orion’s Nebulae

Orbiting Saturn in retrograde, or the opposite
direction to Saturn's rotation and most of its
other Moons, Phoebe most probably
originated in the Kuiper Belt, migrating
inwards and eventually succumbing to
gravitational capture. Due to its orbit, Phoebe
is constantly bombarded by micrometeoroidsized (and larger) objects, responsible for not
only its dented and cavity-riddled surface, but
also for a huge, diffuse ring of dust grains
spanning quadrillions of cubic kilometers! The
presence of the "Phoebe Ring" was only
discovered in 2009, by NASA's infraredsensitive Spitzer Space Telescope. As the
Phoebe Ring's dust grains absorb and re-emit
solar radiation, they spiral inwards towards
Saturn, where they smash into Iapetus—
orbiting in the opposite direction—like bugs on
a highway windshield. Was the dark, leading
edge of Iapetus due to it being plastered with
material from Phoebe? Did those impacts
erode the bright surface layer away, revealing
a darker substrate?

A Two-Toned Wonder from the
Saturnian Outskirts
- Dr. Ethan Siegel
Although Saturn has been known as long as
humans have been watching the night sky, it's
only since the invention of the telescope that
we've learned about the rings and moons of
this giant, gaseous world. You might know
that the largest of Saturn's moons is Titan,
the second largest moon in the entire Solar
System, discovered by Christiaan Huygens in
1655. It was just 16 years later, in 1671, that
Giovanni Cassini (for whom the famed
division in Saturn's rings, and the NASA
mission now in orbit there, is named)
discovered the second of Saturn's moons:
Iapetus. Unlike Titan, Iapetus could only be
seen when it was on the west side of Saturn,
leading Cassini to correctly conclude that not
Single 1-minute exposure at ISO 1600. Taken only was Iapetus tidally locked to Saturn, but
on February 18 with a Pentax Kx DSLR and a that its trailing hemisphere was intrinsically
Tair 300mm f/4.5 lens mounted on a Vixen brighter than its darker, leading hemisphere.
Polarie. – Oliver Abrigo de Guzman
This has very much been confirmed in
modern times!

Planetary Nebula

Saturn & the Phoebe Ring (middle) € NASA /
JPL-Caltech/Keck; Iapetus (top left) € NASA /
JPL/Space Science Institute/Cassini Imaging
Team; Phoebe (bottom right) € NASA/ESA /
JPL/Space Science Institute/Cassini Imaging
Team.

In reality, the dark particles picked up by
Iapetus aren't enough to explain the
incredible brightness differences alone, but
they absorb and retain just enough extra heat
from the Sun during Iapetus' day to sublimate
the ice around it, which resolidifies
preferentially on the trailing side, lightening it
even further. So it's not just a thin, dark layer
from an alien moon that turns Iapetus dark;
it's the fact that surface ice sublimates and
can no longer reform atop the leading side
that darkens it so severely over time. And that
story—only confirmed by observations in the
In fact, the darkness of the leading side is last few years—is the reason for the one-of-acomparable to coal, while the rest of Iapetus kind appearance of Saturn's incredible twois as white as thick sea ice. Iapetus is the toned moon, Iapetus!
most distant of all of Saturn's large moons,
more
about
Iapetus
here:
with an average orbital distance of 3.5 million Learn
http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/science/moons/ia
km, but the culprit of the mysterious dark side
is four times as distant: Saturn's remote, petus.
captured moon, the dark, heavily cratered Kids can learn more about Saturn’s rings at
NASA’s Space Place:
Phoebe!
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/saturn-rings.

